TRUE STRIPES
Kutnia Cloth from Gaziantep, Turkey
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Gaziantep, in Turkey’s Southeastern Anatolian
region, is an ancient, culturally rich and
commercially dynamic city. The city’s historical
and geographical influence is connected to its
location at a strategic trading point straddling the
East and West. Many of its buildings–typically
made of limestone and often featuring intricately
patterned mosaic floors–flank cobbled streets
with their echoes of times past.

motif is a throwback to the days when Ottoman
rulers coveted lustrous kutnu textiles, whose
popularity later filtered down to the wider
population.

advantage of the new width is that it’s suitable for
sewing and upholstery fabrics. It allows us to use
the fabric more efficiently for making clothes
especially,’ she says.

Gaziantep (informally shortened to ‘Antep’) is a
foodie’s heaven. Tongue-tingling dishes are
influenced by the many cultures that have left
their mark, from the Byzantine period to the
Ottoman empire: from dolmas (aubergines and
red peppers stuffed with rice and herbs, served
with yogurt) to honey-sweet baklava. Part of
UNESCO’s Creative Cities Network–in
recognition of its outstanding gastronomy–
Gaziantep is Turkey’s biggest producer of
pistachios. Olive groves provide oil for the natural
and unevenly-shaped Nizip soaps that are found
throughout the city.

In the early 1900s, around 5,000 hand looms
fabricating kutnu thrummed in houses all over the
city, but by the late 20th century, production was
waning. Globalisation and mass-production have
threatened this textile. The craft was perceived as
labour-intensive and requiring exacting quality
control and younger generations in Turkey often
pursue jobs in high-tech rather than craft-related
sectors. Today, thanks to the brand Kutnia –
founded in 2017 and headed up by Jülide
˘
Konukoglu–kutnu
is enjoying a revival. Establishing
˘ aimed high:
Kutnia was a gamble, yet Konukoglu
today this thriving lifestyle brand features textiles
for the home and womenswear, notably kimonostyle jackets and flowing palazzo pants in zingy
hues like crimson or softer coral and pistachio
green, cheekily accessorised with the brand’s
striped babouche slippers.

The company has reached out to the local
community, engendering an interest in kutnu
among designers of the future. ‘We donated a
traditional kutnu loom to Gaziantep University
and helped to establish a workshop there which
enables the development of new products
˘ Soon after,
using kutnu fabric,’ says Konukoglu.
Kutnia held an exhibition of its fabrics at
Gaziantep’s boutique hotel Hısvahan, which
houses one of Kutnia’s three brick and mortar
stores; the others are in Sanko Mall in Gaziantep
˘
and Istanbul. Also reflecting Konukoglu’s
desire to
offer a contemporary take on kutnu fabrics was
her decision to introduce a resort collection,
designed by Gunseli Türkay, one of Kutnia’s
designers, which was launched this year. This
caters for a yachting lifestyle and includes
cushions for yachts and ready-to-wear garments.

Given its position at the crossroads of the Silk
Route, weaving is unsurprisingly another local
industry–notably kutnu, a richly colourful textile in
production since the 16th century. Different
elements
of
Gaziantep’s
multisensory
environment pour into kutnu, shaping its textures
and colours. Its name derives from ‘kut’n’, the
Arabic word for cotton. The textile is made of
60% floss silk (warp) and 40% cotton (weft) that
form its signature warp faced stripes.

˘
Konukoglu’s
philosophy is to retain the purity of
original kutnu weaving. ‘Our focus is to stay
faithful to the original techniques and patterns
synonymous with kutnu,’ she says. ‘Lookalike
kutnu fabrics made from synthetic fibres, some
mass-produced, are widely available. Our mission
is to keep the originality and quality of kutnu
fabrics, driven by craftsmanship.’ Kutnia’s labourintensive manufacturing method yields 40m of
fabric a day, using a maximum of eight looms.

Traditionally there were around 60 patterns of
kutnu, depicting stripes sometimes combined with
motifs reflecting the region’s history–such as
mecidiye, a denomination of the Ottoman lire. This

Yet Konukoglu
˘ simultaneously aims to woo a
younger market; traditionally, the fabric was 50cm
wide but, thanks to Kutnia, is now available 110cm
wide, too, in step with contemporary needs. ‘The

‘Kutnia is certainly not afraid to innovate,
however,’ says Türkay. ‘The recent addition of an
entirely new kutnu resort design, inspired by the
marine lifestyle of destinations such as Bodrum
and Gokova, is a wonderful example of how we
explore a sense of Turkish lifestyle with our
fabrics. Based on The International Code of
Signals–the universal language of geometric shapes
and symbols used by boats to communicate at
sea–Kutnia’s signature stripes have been
transformed into a beautiful range of new
jacquard patterns, woven in the crystal blues and
sunshine tones of the Aegean coast.’
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According to Türkay, Gaziantep’s historic4

architecture is also a big influence on Kutnia. ‘Its
bone-coloured buildings are beautiful,’ she says.
‘I’m fascinated by their textures as well as by the
local food–the dried tomatoes and aubergines,
pepper paste, spices…The colours in the city’s
spice markets–vibrant reds, cinnamon, turmeric
and thyme tones–excite me, too. My intention is
to reflect all that in my collections.’ Another
inspiration for Kutnia was the city’s Zeugma
Mosaic Museum. ‘Some of our designs feature
simplified interpretations of mosaics using playful
colour combinations,’ says Türkay. Another
collection, called Antep Flora, is inspired by
Gaziantep’s acclaimed cuisine.
˘ believes the appeal of Kutnia is
Konukoglu
congruent with a growing appetite for local craft
on a global scale, particularly among younger
generations: ‘In Turkey we’re proud to be one of
the first companies to preserve local
craftsmanship,’ she says. Kutnia makes a virtue of
its fabrics’ provenance. The mainly striped textiles’
wide-ranging but harmonious palette–taking in
both hues such as rose madder and mint green and
quieter tones such as sand, rust and limpid blues–
reflects the environment they are produced in.
The brand even owns a collection of antique kutnu
fabrics, some plain, some with ikat patterns, which
the design staff can reference.
The brand employs a workforce of over 100 to
create its kutnu fabrics–a complex production
process. It takes its designers and Research &
Development team up to two months to originate
a new design. Kutnia’s yarns are supplied by a
factory whose dyes come with an OekoTex certification, indicating that they don’t harm
the
environment
and
humans
during
the production process. Since all their hues are
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found on a standardised Pantone system and are
stable and colour-fast, there are no unwanted variations of colour in Kutnia’s fabrics.
The first stage of production involves separating
the threads wound around spools–a process called
disassembly. Each thread is then wound around a
four-sided wooden frame known as a devere to
prepare the warp. To prevent the threads
from wobbling as they unwind from the spools,
the latter are fixed in position with sand on the
floor to stabilise them–an ancient trick. The warp
threads are then attached to the looms;
sometimes there are threads on the looms
already in which case the new threads are tied to
the old ones (a method called bedris). The weft,
on spools suspended above the loom, is allowed
to drop on to the warp, kickstarting the weaving
process. Once woven, the fabrics are pressed to
bring out the sheen of the silk, then washed.
Finally, two stages of quality control ensure they
meet Kutnia’s exacting standards. Fabrication of
Kutnia’s textiles is a collective effort with highly
specialist craftspeople responsible for each stage.
Kutnia’s HQ is in Gaziantep’s picturesque
neighbourhood of Bey Mahallesi–a clear
indication of the brand’s affinity with the
architectural heritage of the city, also known for
its age-old castle and Old Bazaar crammed with
traditional coppersmith workshops. ‘Our head
office’s original features have been renovated in
keeping with Gaziantep’s traditional architectural
˘ ‘This is also evident in our
style,’ says Konukoglu.
shop in the hotel Hışvahan whose old stone walls
have been retained–these elements all inspire us
daily.’ ••• Dominic Lutyens kutnia.com
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